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Story was a magazine founded in by journalist-editor Whit Burnett and his first wife, Martha Foley, in Vienna, Austria.
Showcasing short stories by new authors.

One Story One Story is just what the name says: Its main criteria for a great short story? January 15 to May
31st and September 1 to November 14 Payment: The Antioch Review The Antioch Review rarely publishes
more than three short stories per issue, but its editors are open to new as well as established writers. Authors
published here often wind up in Best American anthologies and as the recipients of Pushcart prizes. Open
except for the period of June 1 to September 1 Payment: Its editors look for pieces that hold a mirror up to the
world around us and engage in a larger, ongoing cultural conversation about nature, mankind, the society we
live in and more. Open September 1 to May 31 Payment: Currently open for books, comics, and a few other
categories. Check the webpage to see all open categories and sign up for the email list to learn as soon as new
open categories are announced. Cincinnati Review The Cincinnati Review publishes work by writers of all
genres and at all points of their careers. September 1 to March 1 Payment: Each issue contains short fiction
stories , words that each begin with the same pre-assigned first line. You can also write a nonfiction critical
essay words about your favorite first line from a piece of literary work. February 1 spring ; May 1 summer ;
August 1 fall ; November 1 winter Payment: The Georgia Review Another one high on the prestige list, The
Georgia Review features a wide variety of essays, fiction, book reviews and more across a wide range of
topics. You can read specific requirements for each in the submission guidelines below, but the common
theme among them all is quality, quality, quality. Open except for the period of May 15 to August 15
Payment: Open October 1 to May 1 Payment: Camera Obscura Camera Obscura is a biannual independent
literary journal that publishes contemporary literary fiction and photography. Stay tuned to the guidelines page
to find out when the next deadline is announced. Crazyhorse Open to a wide variety of fiction from
mainstream to avant-garde, Crazyhorse puts no limitations on style or form. Crazyhorse also accepts
nonfiction of any sort, including memoirs, journal entries, obituaries, etc. Keep your word count between 2,
and 8, words. Open for submissions from September 1 to May 31, except for the month of January when it
only accepts entries for the Crazyhorse Prizes Payment: Story Story Magazine is, you guessed it, all about the
story, whatever shape it takes. Vestal Review Prefer to keep your short stories extremely short? Vestal Review
publishes flash fiction of no more than words. R-rated content is OK, but stay away from anything too racy,
gory or obscene. Ten cents per word for stories up to words ; five cents per word words ; three cents per word
words. Flash Fiction Online Flash Fiction Online allows for slightly longer flash stories â€” between and 1,
words. Its editors like sci-fi and fantasy but are open to all genres. As with Vestal, stay away from the heavier
stuff like erotica and violence. As of March 1, , FFO accepts previously published works.
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Through interviews with successful people, each month we reveal to you real life inspirational stories of success. Get
your dose of inspiration.

Our Favorite Magazine Stories of As the year comes to a close, top editors weigh in on the magazine articles
that moved them the most. As the year comes to a close, we asked six editors and friends of Folio: I loved it
for so many reasons: First, it was a beautiful piece of writing, an essay that brought to life the agony and the
joys of watching your child grow; seeing your own expectations, fears and limitations through the lens of their
experiences. My own daughter is only 6, but I read that essay already projecting my own moments with her
that I know are coming, just from the way this essay made me feel. The commentary by Duane, however, took
the piece to another level. Her comments were sometimes funny, sometimes wince-inducing, always
insightful, and made so clear how fully formed our teens are, even when we persist in seeing them as children
and fail to hear them. The photography by Tabitha Soren was the visual layer that brought it all together.
Simultaneously beautiful and unsentimental, just like the piece. For me, it was just a perfect magazine story. I
admire the investigative reporting into our broken political system as a craft beyond what I could ever achieve.
The piece took an issue of extraordinary complexity and made it lively and understandable. And unlike the
many writers who transparently champion one side or another in a fevered debate, Dominus maintained a
remarkable sense of fairness and neutrality. The article carved out truly original territory. The piece also had
heart. The issues raised in this article have enormous implications for everyoneâ€”for researchers continuing
to try to make sense of a complex world, and for the rest of us trying to apply these learnings in the real world.
This article will no doubt change how many of us regard the very field of social science. It was a warm
summer evening, so I decided to walk home through my neighborhood park. The story was calling me, and I
sat down on a park bench to finish it. We so often forget that the right story at the right time can be a game
changer for any reader. When I closed the magazine and looked at the kids playing soccer, and the couples
walking their dogs, I thought about all the things happening in our cities and towns below the surface, that are
invisible to most of us, and how stories like these shine light on them. That is the power of a great magazine
articleâ€”the form allows for the story to be told as it should be, in all of its heartbreaking complexity. This
story is brutal. Brutal in the pain you feel for the characters in the story who lost everythingâ€”loved ones,
homes, precious heirlooms. Brutal in the way writer Justin Heckert describes the sheer power, destruction, and
terror of a wildfire. This story is also uplifting. After the fire has died, you see a community heal by coming
together.
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Story of Fashion's initiative, is a report on the latest lifestyle and global cultural trends, in food, fashion, travel and
wellness. We engage uniquely the entrepreneurs, innovators, dreamers, chefs, winemakers, and designers whom have
created with passion, desire, and great innovation.

The new film "Chappaquiddick" recounts the events of that week. Joined by five of her friends from the
presidential campaign for Sen. She proved herself adept by helping to write an anti-Vietnam War speech for
RFK, and helped write the address announcing his ill-fated candidacy for president. After the wartime death of
Joseph Jr. Attorney for Massachusetts Paul Markham. But by the end of the night, the festivities had turned
tragic: While Kennedy survived, Kopechne, his passenger, drowned. What happened on that bridge? Was
Kennedy drinking and driving? What were he and Kopechne doing together alone in the first place? The
details at the time were, as they are now, sparse. It would be a full 10 hours before Kennedy reported the
incident to local police. The scandal haunted him, and the Democratic party, for decades and was also blamed
for ruining his presidential prospects. Screenwriters Taylor Allen and Andrew Logan felt the drama was the
perfect subject for a film about the disposability of women, the impossible expectations of the Kennedy
family, how power gets abused, and the role of the media in hiding or exposing political scandal. Logan and
Allen based their script on the nearly page inquest released by the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court in
He would later claim he was suffering from physical and emotional shock, and not thinking clearly. And then
there was talk of a cover-up, of Kennedy and his press team attempting to downplay the incident so as not to
harm his future political aspirations. In the immediate aftermath of the car accident, the nationâ€”and the
mediaâ€”were largely distracted by the Apollo 11 moon landing. But once the moon landing receded from the
immediate news cycle, the story of Kennedy and Kopechne exploded. Curran and his producers attempted to
capture the media coverage by intercutting archival news footage and newspaper headlines throughout the
narrative. She ultimately suffered a miscarriage, which she blamed on the incident. The real meaning of what
you are and what you value remains intact inside yourself; but there you are splashed all over the papers. How
would you feel if a reporter called your mother at 8 a. In an era when women were only beginning to enter the
workforce in high numbers, press coverage only added to their objectification. In the end, Kennedy appeared
in court and pleaded guilty to a charge of leaving the scene of an accident. Entertainment Studios No public
inquest into the death occurred, and Kennedy went on to make a televised speech about the accident. That
speech is one of the few scenes in which the writers of Chappaquiddick took liberties with the facts of the
case. In the movie, Kennedy cousin Joe Gargan unsuccessfully tries to convince Ted to read a resignation
letter rather than going on television. Since then, the Chappaquiddick incident has been used repeatedly as a
go-to insult by conservative politicians, particularly when one of their own came under the microscope of a D.
The story was occasionally resurrected to point to the questions that remained unanswered, even as Kennedy
remained in the Senate until his death in Though Curran was nervous about taking on someone whose
political achievements he admired especially since there continue to be numerous conspiracy theories about
the accident, including that a third person was in the car , he felt the task to be a necessary one. I think if this
story happened now, it would overshadow the moon landing. The closing scene of Chappaquiddick features a
bit of archival footage, from a man-on-the-street style interview in Boston. A reporter asks one person after
another whether they would still consider voting for Kennedy after the Chappaquiddick accident. She has
previously written for The Atlantic, Salon, Nautilus and others. She is also the author of The Last Voyageurs:
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Story of the Weekâ€”Guidelines. We love finding and promoting well-written stories from talented writers. Each week a
notable story is selected and featured prominently in the Story of the Week column on our Home Page.

They just stated that print is not what their business growth is about these days. The business itself evolved
from a hub-and-spoke model with the magazine in the middle to a wheel with the consumer at the hub, and the
magazine just one of the spokesâ€”but a spoke that completes the wheel. In , our U. For some of our brands,
the combination of digital, TV, and other extensions are now a material part of their profits. Tom Harty,
president of the National Media Group, says the magazine industry has always been willing to try new things
to further the connection between brands and audiences. Total revenue at the group, Harty says, has grown in
the four years since , even as reliance on print advertising has declined from 40 percent of total revenue to 35
percent, and digital has grown from 20 percent of revenue to 25 percent. Several of our brands, including
Parents, and Better Homes and Gardens, among others, were pioneers in this space. And in terms of licensed
products, magazine media were among the first to connect the power of their brands with consumers in the
retail environment. For example, both Martha Stewart and Rachael Ray have built highly successful licensed
products for their brands, along with extensions including broadcast television, radio, and digital media. Now,
audience engagement is. PIB went away last year. It also has a related social-media report, tracking friends,
followers and the like. Together, those metrics track user engagementâ€”which, according to the official
lineâ€”is a better barometer by far than ad-page performance. Pervasive Downsizing All this comes as the
media industry convulses with change. The newspaper industry, by many accounts, is in a state of collapse.
News of print-industry downsizing is pervasive. Layoffs and efficiencies come often, certainly a few times in
any given month. Yes, new print-magazine launches still persist, as industry legend Samir Husni faithfully
reports. But new-magazine startups were a long-shot business even in the best of times. In some markets,
though, such as regional luxury magazines, print remains the preferred medium. And those tech
giantsâ€”which have redefined the meaning of targeted advertisingâ€”have the advantage of not having to
create content. They simply sell advertising against the work of other content creators. But is the story as bad
as it seems? But what if Carey was simply stating the truthâ€”and that what Hearst is experiencing is the
norm? What if the business formerly known as the magazine industry has already turned the corner, and the
shutdowns and layoffs, as painful as they are, are the consequence of innovation and changeâ€”not the
desperate actions of a dying business? Clearly, print is declining overall. Ten years ago, according to Folio:
But just ten years later in , print had declined dramatically as a proportion of revenue. Specifically, in B2B in ,
according to Folio: Nearly 80 percent of all revenue came from those two sources. In , the story was vastly
different. Nearly 20 percent came from digital, with another 11 percent classified under data and marketing
services, which is generally also digital media. Nearly 16 percent came from events. The consumer side tells a
similar story. In , print advertising was 50 percent of revenue and subscriptions another 29 percent. Digital
media, data and events were all low-single digits and combined were less than 10 percent of revenue. In , by
contrast, print advertising was down to 42 percent of revenue and paid subs down to 19 percent. Digital
advertising rose to 13 percent of total revenue. This pattern is based on distinct sets of respondents 10 years
apart. CEO Adam Japko says that for his company, print magazines remain very strong. The reason, he says,
relates back to an old concept for magazinesâ€”a concept that is not present in, say, the newspaper industry,
and often not in digital-only media. You join to make connections. That is, in some ways, the under-told story
of magazine media. The old PIB numbers are no longer public, and while the ad-page figures were largely
reliable, they only covered a small portion of the magazine industry. Tracking digital advertising is even
harder, because pricing is based on impressions and banner advertising is usually rolled into integrated sales
packages. Todd Krizelman, CEO of advertising-intelligence firm MediaRadar, estimates that only six to 10
percent of the revenue from his customer base comes from digital display advertising. But companies like
MediaRadar can track digital display advertising, which, while understating the shift, nevertheless shows a
direction. The B2B side saw a less striking decline but a similar pattern. In , a group of B2B titles tracked by
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MediaRadar had 77, ad pages, but that number declined to 72, by , a six percent drop. However, the number of
online advertisers during the same period for a similar group of brands more than doubled, from 13, to 27,
And this analysis covers online display advertisingâ€”not the much broader definition of digital services that
media companies sell, including Webinars and e-blasts, and also not including events. Underneath a general
decline of print are stories of real success in print. You would think weekly news would be destroyed by the
iInternet. But brands like The Economist and The Week are doing really well. Video is just coming to B2B,
and that is going to provide some lift. Folks are doing more trade shows and events than ever before. Digital
was supposed to be much cheaper, but it is expensive. Print has gone from the largest source of revenue 73
percent to smallest 24 percent , while digital share has grown from 11 percent to 36 percent, and events has
grown from 16 percent to 40 percent. And clients can feel it.
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Dumb: The Story of Big Brother Magazine Documentaries â€¢ Movie â€¢ The history of the boundary-pushing,
taboo-breaking, crassly-humorous Big Brother magazine, that spawned MTV's "Jackass" and a generation of skaters.

It sprang from Physical Culture, stemming from the many letters written the magazine by women about their
experiences. The language was kept relentlessly simple; Mcfadden would test language on the elevator
operator, and reject whatever he could not understand. The magazine personalized issues that were hotly
debated in Jazz Age America dancing, drinking, partying, petting and offered a unique working-class
perspective on issues that were not necessarily unique to the working class. Sensational, emotional, and
controversial, True Story disseminated tales of sex, sin and redemption that seemingly revealed the ubiquity of
modern sexual and social "irregularity. But workaday America loved the new confessional magazine. I found
the Way To Happiness" titled an Eagle Brand Condensed Sweetened Milk ad for a cookbook; the title
character confessed to a married friend that a man would never propose to her because he wanted a good girl,
who could cook, and received the advertised cookbook as a loan, using it to win him. Many of the "True Story
of the Month" featured girls who had married young, and had married wrongly. These tales included hostile
in-laws, brutal living conditions and feelings of hopelessness and reached resolution when the person telling
the story accepted her situation and promised to accept her position in life for the sake of her family. The
magazine spoke out loudly on the issue of abortion it was against it , birth control against it because it led to
situations in which girls could be taken advantage of and the duties of raising children with profound
developmental issues. Advice columns, a regular feature, were written by True Story "authority" "Helen
Willman. The s also brought about double page color photographs posed in dramatic fashions, which played to
the leading titles given the works. Goods advertised in True Story in the s were relied heavily on inexpensive
beauty treatments shampoos, toothpaste, creams, feminine hygiene products and inexpensive kitchen
remodeling projects and appliances. The backs of the magazines were heavily filled with "penny ads" for
correspondence courses in nursing, dog grooming, hotel management and holiday card sales. The magazine
relied on single and triple column layouts, printed upon folios of inexpensive papers that alternated between
heavy newsprint and low weight, low luster paper used for color print sections. Stories often started in the
second section of the magazine, usually with dramatic photographs, and then readers had to flip to the rear of
the magazine to complete the articles. It should be noted, however, that "who" or what gave the award to the
story was never disclosed. Radio[ edit ] True Story was the basis for a radio series, The True Story Court of
Human Relations , produced by an advertising agency to promote the magazine. The program was directed by
radio historian Erik Barnouw and broadcast live on NBC beginning in and continuing through the s. The
Argus Press became the publisher in Media Culture and Society. Archived from the original PDF on
Retrieved March 17, Making Way For Modernity p
Chapter 6 : Why the True Story of â€œChappaquiddickâ€• Is Impossible to Tell | History | Smithsonian
Elizabeth Bruenig was a high school sophomore in Arlington, in , when Amber Wyatt, a junior, reported that she'd been
raped. No one believed Wyatt.

Chapter 7 : The Untold Story of How Magazine Media is Winning - Folio:
Story Magazine is, you guessed it, all about the story, whatever shape it takes. Each issue is based around a theme, but
its editors encourage writers to think outside the box when it comes to how to address that theme â€” fiction, nonfiction,
hybrid forms, "hermit-crab essays" and more are all up for consideration.
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One Story Inc. is an award-winning, (c)(3) not-for-profit literary publisher committed to supporting the art form of the
short story and the authors who write themâ€”through One Story, One Teen Story, education, community, and
mentorship.

Chapter 9 : Real Life Inspirational Stories of Success - Success Stories Magazine
This is a story of decline, and it's the overriding external narrative of the magazine industry. But it's not the whole story.
Ten years ago, according to Folio:'s annual B2B and B2C CEO surveys, print was the main revenue stream by far for
magazine companies.
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